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DISCLAIMER: This presentation is intended for informational
purposes only and is not for the purpose of providing legal advice.
Although we go to great lengths to make sure our information is
accurate and useful, we recommend you consult a lawyer if you want
legal advice. No attorney-client or confidential relationship exists
or will be formed between you and Marashlian & Donahue, LLC
or any of our representatives.

Question 1: Rules for Customer USF Fees

What kinds of requirements/rules
are imposed on passing USF fees
through to customers’ invoices?

Answer 1
• The FCC has adopted a series of requirements known as the
"Truth in Billing" rules.
• The Truth in Billing rules include a number of requirements for providers
choosing to pass USF fees through to customers in the form of a separate
line item surcharge.
• Importantly, any USF line item recovery must:
– Not be marked up above the effective quarterly USF contribution
factor (in other words, if the contribution rate is 17.4%, provider can
only collect 17.4% x assessable revenue, not a fraction of a % more)
– Not assess any individual customer an amount for USF that is
greater than the provider’s actual USF contribution for that
customer (the line item must not be greater than the total interstate
(& in some cases international) end-user telecom/I-VoIP revenues on
that customer's invoice times the applicable contribution factor)
– Not be described as a mandatory recovery fee or “tax” (should be
accurately described as a "Universal Service Fund Charge" or "USF
Fee")

Question 2: Calculating USF Fees

How do the USF safe harbor rates
translate to a customer’s invoice?

Answer 2
• If a provider uses a safe harbor to jurisdictionalize revenues
(i.e. wireless or I-VoIP service revenues), USAC expects the
provider to collect no more than the effective quarterly
contribution factor times the interstate end-user telecom/IVoIP revenues (as determined by the application of the safe
harbor) on each customer invoice. In other words, effective
contribution factor x “assessable revenue” reflected on invoice.
• Example: if an end-user customer purchases $100 of I-VoIP
services from a provider, and the provider uses the safe
harbor to jurisdictionalize revenues for reporting purposes,
USAC expects the provider to collect no more than $11.29 in
USF fees from that customer.
– $100 (retail revenue) x .649 (apply safe harbor to arrive at “assessable
revenue”) x .174 (current USF contribution factor) = $11.29.

Question 3- Taxation of Dark Fiber
Lease in North Carolina

What are the North Carolina
General Sales Tax consequences of
the lease of dark fiber [paid either
on a monthly basis or up front as
part of an Indefeasible Right of Use
(IRU) agreement]?

Answer 3
• There is no formal guidance from the North Carolina
Dept. of Revenue on this issue.
• We have been advised informally that a lease of dark fiber is
likely to be considered a lease of tangible personal property and
therefore taxable for sales tax purposes.
• If, however, the fiber in question is permanently attached to real
property, it could escape taxation.
– North Carolina defines tangible personal property as “all
personal property that is not intangible and that is not
permanently affixed to real property.”
– While many states have clarified whether wires/cables qualify as
real property, North Carolina has not.
• In order to receive definitive guidance, you would have to request
and receive a private letter ruling from the Department of Revenue.

Question 4 – LIRE Qualification

Is LIRE, once lost,
forever lost?
Or is the exemption
reviewed annually?
For example, can a company
qualify for LIRE one year, then lose
the exemption the following year,
but be able to re-qualify for LIRE in
a subsequent year?

Limited
International
Revenue
Exemption
(LIRE)

Answer 4

•LIRE is actually evaluated on a quarterly
basis.
– USAC looks at the interstate and international end-user revenues
of a filer and all filer affiliates (10% or greater common
ownership) with every Form 499-Q filing to determine whether
the carrier qualified for LIRE that quarter.
– Once lost, LIRE is not lost forever. Because it is evaluated on a
quarterly basis, a filer can qualify for LIRE one quarter, fail to
qualify the next, then qualify again the third quarter (for
example).
– BUT, once LIRE is lost and USAC issues series of 3 invoices, those
invoices must be paid in full, EVEN IF provider regains LIRE status
in time for annual 499-A “true-up.”

Question 5 – Definition of “Affiliates”
for LIRE Qualification Purposes
If a U.S. telecom entity has foreign “affiliates,”
would the revenue of these foreign affiliates
be considered in evaluating the group's LIRE
qualification?
– If included, would only the foreign affiliates' international
revenue be considered?
– Does the answer depend on whether the foreign affiliate’s
customer is located in the U.S.?

Answer 5
For purposes of determining LIRE qualification, the FCC
considers only the interstate and international end-user
telecom/I-VoIP revenue of all affiliated FILERS – filers listing
an affiliated “filer” or holding company on Line 106 of the
Form 499-A.
– International revenue includes all revenue that either originates or
terminates in the U.S.
• If a company derives revenue from U.S. origination or termination services (even
when provided to a non-U.S. customer), the company is required to have a 214
license, 499 and must file 499s/pay USF on assessable revenue

– Both international and interstate revenue of an “affiliate group” is
pooled to determine if the group, as a whole, qualifies for LIRE
SIDE NOTE: If your company is ever in jeopardy of losing LIRE, contact us BEFORE
you lose it. We know of options for enhancing LIRE qualification, but these must be
explored before LIRE is lost to mitigate risks.

Question 6 – Reporting of Private
Carriage Revenues
•Is a private carrier that sells dedicated circuits
(MPLS, Ethernet etc.) required to report the
revenue of such services on Line 406 and
contribute to the USF on this revenue?
•Does the company’s private carrier status
exempt it from reporting and contributing to
the USF on this revenue?

Answer 6
• A carrier is not “exempt” from reporting revenues on the
Form 499-A because it is a private carrier. Revenue from
private carriage telecommunications is subject to USF
contributions.
– However, revenue is exempt from the other Title II Funding
mechanisms (TRS, NANP, LNP).
– FCC Regulatory Fees??

• Private carriage and “private line” service are two
distinct concepts. We will discuss private line reporting in
response to some of the other questions raised.
• Private carriage questionnaire.

Question 7 – Reporting of Private Line
Revenues
If a private carrier must report revenue from

dedicated circuits (MPLS, Ethernet etc.) as
special access services on line 406, would
the company report services that may
originate or terminate outside the U.S. as
international?
– Or, would they be reported in Line 415?

Answer 7
For circuits with one end point in the U.S. and one
endpoint abroad, there are a couple of approaches to
jurisdictionalizing the revenue associated with
provisioning services over the circuit.

Answer 7 – Option 1
• Option 1: Report using the theoretical mid-point approach.
–

Under this approach, half of the revenue from the circuit is attributed
to the U.S. end point to the mid point and treated as interstate
revenue.

–

The revenue from the other half of the circuit is considered foreign
revenue and reported on Line 418.3.

–

The interstate portion would be reported on Line 415.

Answer 7 - Option 2
Option 2: Allocate revenues based on an end-to-end
analysis.
– FCC precedent supports relying on the general “end-to-end”
analysis for reporting revenue.
– However, there are some Form 499-A instructions that contradict
the traditional “end-to-end” approach.
• First, with respect to a circuit located in the U.S. that connects to a circuit
overseas, the instructions indicate that the revenues from that circuit with A and
Z points in the U.S. would be interstate.
• Second, when it comes to a circuit with A and Z points within a state,
USAC/the FCC will look to transmission endpoints to pull that revenue into the
interstate bucket.
• For example, if a private line circuit located physically within a state carries
Internet traffic – the revenue is interstate. If that circuit carries interstate long
distance phone calls, same thing. But if that circuit then connects to an
overseas circuit, somehow the instructions point you back to physical endpoints
of the circuit.

Question 8 – Jurisdictionalization
of Private Lines
Can private line service having end points
located in the same state reasonably be
classified as “intrastate service” for
purposes of USF revenue classification
and reporting?
– Why or why not?

Answer 8
•Not necessarily.
• USAC will reject an end-to-end jurisdictionalization approach
unless the Company has a reasonable and documented basis
for determining that the traffic on the circuit remains within the
state.
• It is a good practice for companies to separate out their
intrastate circuits into two categories:
(1) those for which there is evidence that all
(or more than 90%) of the traffic is intrastate and
(2) those that carry jurisdictionally mixed traffic.

Answer 8 - Continued
• To support reporting 100% of the revenue as intrastate,
you should identify whether several factors are true.
These include:

Whether the circuit is configured as a closed network
Whether the circuit interfaces with the company’s POP
Whether the network connects to the Internet
Where you can produce a traffic study showing that 90% or more of
the traffic is intrastate
– Whether you can obtain customer certification that 90% or more of
the traffic is intrastate etc.
–
–
–
–

• For circuits that carry jurisdictionally mixed traffic, you can
either report 100% of the revenue as interstate OR you could
employ an allocation between jurisdictions.
• Absent certifications or other documentary evidence (such as a
traffic study), a 50/50 split could be used – but this approach
is not without risk and run the chance of rejection from USAC.

Question 9
On what Line of the Form
499-A should a carrier report
revenues from services that
originate and terminate in
foreign points?
– What revenues are reported
on line 412 (i.e. what does
the Form 499-A instruction
mean by “international calls
that traverse the US but both
originate and terminate in
foreign points”)?

Revenues from
Services that
Originate and
Terminate in
Foreign Points

Answer 9
• If it does not pass through the U.S., then traffic (from
any service) that originates and terminates outside
the U.S. would not be separately reported on the
Form.
• Traffic that both originates and terminates outside of
the U.S., but merely runs through the U.S. (for
example, via a switch located in the U.S.) would be
reported in Line 412.

Question 10 – Private Service Provider
Reporting
•Are private service providers required to file
an “International Traffic Data Report” and/or
the FCC PIU Certification to report for Prepaid
Calling Card sales?
– If not, why?

Answer 10
• International Traffic Report: Only common carriers must file.
– Private, non-common carriers that hold a 214 Authorization
have to complete the FCC website filing (which is basically a
contact update survey). But they do not have to report any
data to the FCC.
• PIU Certifications: These have been phased out, so there is no
need for Prepaid Calling Card providers to file the PIU
Certification.
– There is an FUSF Certification requirement still in effect, but
this is only applicable to filers that have a history of late
filing of 499s or late payment of FUSF contributions.
• The FUSF Certification would still apply to Prepaid Calling Card
Providers if they do not have a 2-year track record of compliance.
• If applicable, the certification applies to both private service providers
and common carriers.
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